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Adobe still offers a
number of web-safe

licenses (as the
name suggests) that

protect your work
and allow you to

embed it into a web
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the best packages is
the WebFonts
package which

provides a number of
fallback web fonts.

The package includes
codes for all of the
web safe fonts that

you purchase
through the package.
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When you buy a
package of this type,

you are actually
purchasing a license

to all of the fonts
contained in the

package. This is as
opposed to buying a
single web font. You
cannot sell the font
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you bought
individually, and so
this package is the

best choice for
quickly and easily

adding a number of
web fonts to your

site. The Monotype
Corsiva fonts have a

uppercase and
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lowercase
combination.

Monotype Corsiva
Bold Font comes in

two versions, Regular
and Bold. The Bold
weight is heavier

than the Regular, just
as the Bold Italic is
heavier than the
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Regular Italic weight.
Monotype Corsiva is
a classic typeface

with upright, square
capitals. It is very
easy to read, and

many typographers
are familiar with the
typeface. Monotype

Corsiva is the
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trademark of the
Monotype

Corporation, though
the font family is

more widely known.
Monotype Corsiva is
a trademark and not

a trademark,
generally speaking,

of the Monotype
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Corporation. The
name Monotype

Corsiva is a
trademark of the

Monotype
Corporation,

however. This name
has been claimed by,
and applied to, the

font family.
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Monotype Corsiva is
typeface designed by

Monotype
Corporation for those

who work with
Japanese, Chinese, or

other Asian fonts.
There is the

heavyweights, the
italic, the condensed
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bold, and a number
of script or Asian

styles, including Thai,
Mongolian, and Thai
Script. It is available

in 16 styles.
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